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United States Department of the Interior
OITICE OF THE SOLICITOR
Washington, D.C. 20240
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Memorandum

To:

Secretary

From:

Solicitor

Subject:

Eastern Boundary of the Sandia Pueblo Grant
I. Introduction

The question of the proper location of the eastern boundary of the 1748 Spanish land grant to the
Pueblo of Sandia in central New Mexico has been a matter of public controversy for many years.
In December 1988, Solicitor Ralph Tarr issued an Opinion, in which Secretary Hodel concurred,
rejecting the Pueblo claim that the eastern boundary of its grant should be resurveyed and
located along the main ridge of the Sandia Mountain r�ther than along a foothill ridge. 96 1.0.
331 (1988) (hereafter Tarr Opinion). The Pueblo challenged the Tarr Opinion in federal district
court in the District of Columbia The court eventually issued an Opinion and Order setting aside
the Tarr Opinion and remanding
matter to the Department for further proceedings. Pueblo of
San 1a v. B}i6oin;-C'iv.No. 94-2624 (O:D.C., July 18, 1998) (hereafter, 1998 District Court
Opinion).

·s

the

The Order was appealed, but appellate proceedings were stayed for more than a year pending
mediation efforts. Eventually discussions produced a settlement agreement executed between the
United States, the Pueblo, and the Sandia Peak Tram Company, which participated as amicus in
the District Court. See Agreement of Compromise and Settlement between Pueblo of Sandia. the
Sandia Peak Tram Company. and the United States, dated April 4, 2000. The settlement
agreement remains in effect until November 15, 2002 (subject to a limited "opt-out" clause; see
id., Article XVII), but must be ratified by Congress in order to become permanent. Two months
ago, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit dismissed the appeal for lack of
jurisdiction because the District Court's action was not a final, appealable decision. 231 F.3d
878 (D.C. Cir., 2000).
The Court of Appeals noted, in dismissing the appeal, that a very large administrative record had
been compiled on th1s-issue, and that Interior had ''the option of re-opening the record to solicit
additional comments from the public before concfucting.its.reevaluation." 231 F.2d at 882. · ori·

December 5 , 2000, I sent letters to all identifiable interested parties advising them that the
Department was again considering the question of the Pueblo's eastern boundary, and that they
may submit additional histori�v1cience or legal analys"i_'s:N·Jarru�--5, 2QO·l..: A , '!;blis· notice
.
to this effect was also published in the Federal Register on December 1 1 , 2000. 65 F.R. 773 8 5 .
We received, and have considered, additional material submitted by the Pueblo o f Sandia, the
County of Bernali llo and the �andia Mountai n Coal ition (the latter two were intervenors in the
lawsuit), the City of Albuquerque: and the Sandia Peak Tram Company . The intervenors fi l ed a
petition for rehearing on December 22, 2000, with the Court of Appeal s; that petition was denied
on January 1 1 , 200 l .
My reconsideration of the Tarr Opinion 's conclusion on the boundary issue does not depend on a
formal remand from the court, but is based on the implied power of federal agencies to
. reconsider previous agency decisions. See American Trucking Assn. v. Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway Co., 387 U.S. 397, 4 1 6 ( 1 967); see also Arizona v. Califomi� 5 30 U . S . 3 92,
1 20 S . Ct. 2304, 23 13- 1 4 (2000) (noting an earlier Sol icitor' s reversal of an opinion by one of his
p redecessors). Mindful of the importance of stare decisis, I have, in my tenure as Sol icitor,
generally reconsidered earl ier opinions onJy when I have become convinced a previous opinion is
seriously mistaken on a matter of some importance, and I have provided· a reasoned explanation
for doing so. See Grace Petroleum Corp. v. FERC. 8 1 5 F.2d 589, 5 9 1 ( 10 th Cir. 1987); Hatch v.
FERC, 654 F.2d 825, 8 3 4 (D .C.Cir. 198 1 ). Re�ently I r�_v ersed Part IV of the Tarr .0.pini.on,
�hi�h, co.nc lude.d that .the Secretary of the Interior l acks statutory authority to reconsider alleged l y
erroneous surveys t o correct errors where Indian land was invo lved. This-reversa l-·was in an
Opi nion I issued on a boundary dispute between two other New Mexico P ueblos, Santa Ana and
S an Felipe, in which I concluded that the Secretary has such authority . � M-3 7000 (December
5 , 2000).

II. Background
The P ueblo of Sandia lies o n the east side o f th e Rio Grande north o f the City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico. See Map attached as Exhibit A. In 1 748 the Spanish colonial government made a
land grant to the Pueblo. The core issue in this dispute is where the eastern boundary of that
grant is located. The Tarr Opinion provided an extensive discussion of the matter. See 96 I . D. at
3 3 2 -42. Here I will provide onJy a skeletal outline of the events which led to the current
controversy, before turning to a reevaluation of that Opinion.
The sovereign power of Spain over the territory of New Mexico passed to the Republic of
M exico in 1 82 l , and then to the United States in 1 848 pursuant to the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, 9 Stat. 922 . Article VIII o f that Treaty establ ished the right of "Mexicans" to retain the
property which they owned in the ceded area. Pueblo Ind ians had been treated as Mexican
citizens (� United States v, Sandoval , 23 1 U . S. 28, 45 ( 1 9 1 3)), and were viewed as entitled to
this protection when Congress passed the S urvey·or:General Act of 1 854 . 10 Stat. 308.
Section 8 of the 1 854 Act directed the Surveyor-General of New Mexico, a Presidential
2
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appointee under instructions from the Secretary of the I nterior, to make a "ful l report'' to the
Congress on the valid ity of all claims under the l aws, customs, and usages of Spain and Mexico.
pJ us a report on the nature of the titl es to the l and he ld by ''al l pueblos." Such a report "sha l l be
l aid before Congress for such action thereon as may be deemed just and proper, with a vie w to
confinn bona fide grants, and give full effect to the treaty . . . between the United States and
Mexico . . . . ". I O Stat. 3 09. The Surveyor-Gen_e ral filed his report with the Secretary of the
th
Interior in 1 8 56, who then transmitted it to Congress . Exec. Doc. No. 3 6, H .R. , 34 Cong. , 3 rd
Sess. ( 1 857). One of the key issues in this matter is the translation and interpretation of a
boundary call in the 1 748 grant which reads as fo llows: " . . . y por el Oriente la Zierra Madre
Hamada de Sandia . . . . " The Surveyor-General ' s report included a translation of that phrase as
"and on the east, the main ridge caJled Sandia.'' Id. at p. 1 1 .
An Act of Congress which became law on December 22, 1 85 8 , confirmed the land claim of the
Pueblo, along with the· land claims of 1 6 other Pueblos and five non-Indian towns, and directed
th.e Commissioner of the Land..,Office to survey these claims and to "cause a patent to issue
therefor." 1 1 Stat. 3 74. An 1 8 5 9 survey of the Sandia Pueblo Grant conducted by one R.E.
Clements (hereafter, the "Cleme�ts survey") ran the eastern boundary roughly along the top o f a
fo'othill . on the western slop� of the mountain, - rather than along the true crest of the mountain.
The Clements survey also included within the grant boundaries a narrow wedge of land on the
south stretching to the east of the western foothi ll, but not all the way to the crest of the
mountain . See Map o( the Claim Area attached as Exhibit 8 . The 1 8 64 patent issued to the
Pueblo by President Lincoln adopted the metes and bounds description of the 1 8 59 survey.
The Pue blo ha_s contended, since first approaching the Department in 1 983; that the true eastern
boundary is the crest of the mountain, and that the 1 8 5 9 survey and the 1 864 patent are erroneous
and should be corrected. About 1 0,000 acres of land now managed as part of the Cibo la National
Forest are involved. Most of this acreage was designated as the Sandia Mountain Wil derness in
Section 2 of the Endangered American Wi lderness Act. 92 Stat. 42. The disputed area also
contains about 700 acres of private inholdjngs.
I n a November 30, 2000 letter to the Secretary, attorneys for the Pueblo renewed the Puebl o ' s
petition t o resurvey the boundary along th e crest of th e mountain, an d repeated earl ier disclaimers
of any right, title or interest in any of the inholdings. • (As applicable law provides. and the
December 1 1 th Federal Register notice stated, the exercise of the Secretary ' s survey authority
cannot affect the titles of private landowners. See Section XI, infra. )
In a November 2 1 , 2000 letter to the Secretary, the attorney for the County o f Bernal illo and· the
Sandia Mountain Coalition also contended that f,.he Clements survey is erroneous, apparently
because it includes within the boundaries of the Pueblo of Sandia the wedge of land on the
southeast noted above, and also other lands further than one league east of the center of the
Pueblo. See Section VII, infra.

Ill. The Burden of Proof
3

The Tarr Opinion recited the "usual presumption that surveys and patents of the United States are
correct," and concluded that this presumption can be overcome only by establishing by a
"preponderance of the evidence" that a survey or patent is "fraudulent" or " grossly erroneous."
96 I . D . at 342. It concluded that the Pueblo had failed to establish fraud or gross error and
consequently had failed to satisfy this burden of proof.
In its 1 998 decision vacating the Tarr Opinion, the Federal District Court suggested that the
burden of proof for overcoming the presumption of survey correctness should be lowered when
the party claiming error is an Indian tribe . Pueblo of Sandia v. B abbi tt, Civ. No . 94-2624 , s l ip
op. at 8 - 1 1 (D.D.C. July 1 8 , I 998). Specifical ly, the court detennined that the general
presumption of survey correctness is tempered by the wel l-established canon of construction
which holds that ambi guous expressions in treati es and other instruments inv olving Indians
should be l i berally construed, with ambiguous expressions resolved in favor of the Indians. ' See,
�- County of Yakima v. Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakima Ind ian Nation, 502 U . S .
25 1 , 269 ( 1 992). Th e court found as a matter o f law that the Tarr Opi nion "unjustifiably
denigrates the Indi an- favoring policy and elevates the presumption of survey regularity . . . (and
forced} the Pueblo to satisfy an unnecessarily high burden to vindicate their claim." Pueblo of
Sandia, slip op. at 8-9. Because, in the words of the court, the Tarr Opinion «myopi cally fai ls to
find ambiguity" in the proper interpretation of the 1 74 8 Spanish grant, it improperly "failed to
fo l low ' that eminently sound and vital canon "' of construction favoring Indians . Id. at 1 0- 1 1
( quoting Bryan v. I tasca County, 426 U . S . 3 73 , 392 ( 1 976)).
In

a non- Ind i an context, the Supreme Court had this to say about questioni ng patents:
[T]he respect due to a patent, the presumptions that all the preceding steps
required by the law had been observed before its issue, [and] the immense
importance and necessity of the stabi lity of titles dependent upon those official
instruments, demand that the effort to set them aside, to annul them, or to correct
mistakes in them should only be successful when the allegations on which this is
attempted are clearly stated and fully sustained by proof.

United States v . Maxwell Land Grant Co. , 1 2 1 U.S. 3 25, 3 8 1 ( 1 8 8 7). I know of no decision o r
practice which holds that the presumption of correctness is different where Indian lands are
involved. For the reasons expressed in Maxwell, the Tarr Opinion was correct in placing the
burden on the Pueblo of Sandia to demonstrate that its patent is incorrect.
[ believe, however, that the Tarr Opinion may have erred in conclud ing that the Pueb lo was
required to establish fraud or gross error in order to overcome this presumption of correctness.
The "fraud or gross error" standard cited in the Opinion was extrapolated from Departmental
decisions invol ving public lands, where the standar9 has been consistently applied to claims that
chall enge the accuracy of a governmental survey· of public lands. See Peter Paul Groth. 99 I B LA
1 04, 1 1 1 ( 1 987) ; see also Albrecht v. United States. 83 1 F.2d 1 96 ( 1 0th Cir. 1 98 7).
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I have found no situation other than the Tarr Opinion where this "fraud or gross error" standard
has been app lied to claims that invo l ve the interpretation and application of a private land grant.
Although fedcraJ lands are invol ved here, in the sense that they are affected by where the grant
boundary is located, the basic survey question invo l ves the exact boundary of a preexisting grant
of tit le to a private party . Because surveys of private land grants, and the patents which give
them effect , merely recog nize such preexisting private ri ghts, the Supreme Court has required
only that the claimant demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence the basis for the claim o f
prior title. See United States v. Ortiz. 1 76 U . S . 422, 425-26 ( 1 900) .
It is not completely clear what burden of proof the Pueblo has to carry, but the better view would
be that the Pueblo faces the same burden of proof we would impose upo n any private l and grant
claimant who has al leged an erroneous survey - to establish by a preponderan ce of the evidence
that the Clements survey confl icts with the language of the Spanish land grant; i .e., fraud or gross
error need not be shown. As discussed further below, however, I believe the Pueblo has.
sustained even the higher burden of showing "gross error" in that survey .
An important issue i n resol ving th i s dispute is what Congress meant when it enacted legislation
in 1 85 8 confirming the Pueblo's grant as reported to Congress by the Surveyor General in 1 8 56.
I agree with the District Court that, in interpreting that legislation, the canon of construction
governing statutes which benefit Indians appl ies.

IV. The Scope of the 1 748 Spanish Land G rant
Like numerous other Spanish l and grants which have been the subject o f 1-itigation and
controversy in New Mexico since the Treaty of Guadal upe Hidalgo, the language of the 1 748
grant documents is not very precise. There are multiple translations, interpretations, and theories
for examining these docwnents. Numerous thoughtful works of experts have been submitted to
the Department on this issue (see list attached as Appendix C). The question discussed in this
section is what lands were included in the area set aside for the exclusive use of the people of the
Pueblo by Spanish officials in 1 74 8 .
A . Th e language of the grant documents
The best evidence of the intent of Spanish officials would presumably be the language of the
Sand i a Pueblo Grant docwnent itself. Specificall :, · . the boundaries of the grant are set out in a
document known as the Act of Possession, which was signed by Lieutenant General Bernardo
Antonio de Bustamante Tag le (hereafter, Bustarnante) . 1 Historian Stanley Hordes, whose report,
1

The grant docwnents, as found in Exec. Doc. No. 36, � are : ( I ) Friar Juan Miguel
Melchor' s petition, dated April 3, 1 74 8, for a royal ·land grant for the Pueblo of Sandia; (2)
Governor Joachin Codallas y Rahal ' s royal decree, dated April 5, 1 74 8 , authorizing the
rebui lding and resettl ing of the Pueblo of S andia; (3) Lieutenant General Bustamante ' s letter,
dated May 1 4 , 1 748, noting that private landowners immediately west of the Pueblo agreed to
5

History of the Boundaries of the Pueblo of Sand ia, 1 748- 1 860 (March I , 1 996), was submitted by
the Department of Agriculture, and other historians generally agree that there is evid ence the
original document was altered some decades after t 748. Those alterations did not, however,
change the single Spanish phrase referring to the eastern boundary. The Surveyor General ' s
1 8 56 report utilized a translation by David V. Whiting o f a document which included this altered
language; it al so inc luded what Dr. Hordes views as a m istranslation of the critical eastern ..
boundary phrase.
The Tarr Opinion utilized a translation of the Act of Possession o ffered by Dr. Myra Ellen
Jenkins, one of the Pueblo ' s experts at that time. 96 I .D. at 34 8 . That translation does not
include the language which Dr. Hordes contend s was added , perhaps fraudulently , some time
after 1 74 8 . The Jenkins translation contains .no evident substantive differences from what Dr.
Hordes has submitted in his report. See Hordes Report, at pp. 1 7- 1 8 . Consequently, I wi ll use
the Jenkins translation here:
The leagues conceded for a formal pueblo were measured, and the cordels [measuring
cordsJ extended to the west wind as far as the Rio de! Norte, which is the boundary,
having no more than 1 2 cordels of 1 20 Castillian varas each one which consisted of 1 ,440
varas, and in order to compl ete those which were lacking in this direction it was necessary
to increase the l eagues whic h pertain to the north and south winds equally so that the
Spanish sett ler _g rantees would not be injure, some more than others. The land which is
encompassed in these three winds [directions] is all for raising wheat with the
convenience s of water for the purpose of the land. And in order to pemetuate the
memories and the designations I ordered them to place monument markers. mounds of
mud and stone of the height of a man. with wooden crosses on top. these being on the
north fac ing the point of the canada which is commonly called "del A gua". and on the
south facing the mouth of the Cai'iada de Juan Tabovo. and on the east the sierra madre
cal l ed Sandia.[2] within which limits are the conveniences· of pas t u res, woods, wate rs and
_watering places in abundance in order to maintain their stock, both large and small and a
horse herd . . . .

permit the Pueblo to pasture their stock on l and west of the Rio Grande River; (4) Bustamante' s
letter, dated May 1 6, 1 74 8 , noting that private landowners immediately north and south o f the
Puebl o consented to cooperate with the Pueblo; and (5) B ustamante' s Act o f Possession, dated
May 20, 1 748, which described the bound aries of the Pueblo of Sandia.
2

The Whiting translation in the S urveyor ' s General' s report to Congress used the phrase
"and on the east, the main ridge called Sandia." As noted in the text, there is no evidence that
this phrase in the ori ginal Spanish document was subsequently altered. For purposes o f
discussion in this section we will use the original Spanish phrase "Sierra Madre". The
significance of the use of "the main ridge" as a translation of that phrase is discussed further
below in this subsection.

6

96 l.D. at 348 (emphasis added.) 3
Most of the de te surrounding the meaning of this document has focused on the eastern cal l ,
"and o n the e as t the sierra madre [or ' mountains , ' ' mountain range ' o r ' main ridge ' ] cal led
Sandia." The positions asserted by various interests are that the eastern boundary is
--the crest or highest north-south ridge of the Sandia M ountains (the Pueblo ' s position)
(hereafter, the mountain crest), which rises to about 1 0,600 feet above sea level ;
--the top of what some have called the "western foothill of the Sandia Mountains" (�
Tarr Opinion, 96 l . D . at 340), a razorback ridge with an elevation of roughly between
6,500 and 8,000 feet above sea level that extends 5 miles north-south, and l i es
approximately 2-3 mi les to the west o f, and roughly paral lel with, the mountain crest (this
was the eastern boundary located by the Clements survey) (hereafter, the western
foothi l l ) ; o�
--a north-south line 1 . 7 miles further to the west of the western foothill, based on Dr.
Hordes' theory that the Pueblo was limited to one league in each direction, including to
the east (discussed in more detai l below) (hereafter, the one-league l ine) . This line is at
an e l evation of approximately 5 ,400 feet above sea level, and is about 3 .3 5 mi l es east of,
and a bout 400 feet i n e l evation above the Rfo Grande River, whi ch forms the Pueblo ' s
western boundary. Th e Rio Grande River i s approximate l y 5 ,000 feet above sea leve l in
this area.
The references to the northern and southern boundaries in the Act of Possession help to put the
phrase describing the eastern boundary in some context . For example, regarding the southern
boundary , the Whiting translation gives the reference to the boundary on the south as "the
Maygua hill opposite the spring of the Carrisito". 4 Dr. Hordes believes the description here is an
3

As noted by Solicitor Tarr, there has been debate whether the Spanish Archives o f New
Mexico p·ossesses two sets of official documents. 96 I . D . at 3 3 3 n. 2. However, most of the
historians who submitted reports about Sandia agree that Sandi a ' s original grant is probabl y
SANM I # 8 4 8 . � W. Minge, Th e Pueblo of Sandia: I ssues and Encro�chments, Appendi x C
1 1 4 (January 1 983); M. Jenkins, E. Brandt, The Sandia Eastern Boundary 9- 1 0 (October, 1 9 88)
(hereafter "Jenki ns-Brandt"); Hordes Report, at 1 6. All historians offering translations of the
S andia Grant- Dr. Hordes, Dr. Jenkins, and Dr. Minge- rel ied on SAN M I #84 8 . Therefore this
opinion, l ike the Tarr Opinion, will assu·m e that SANM I #848 is the original copy of the
Pueblo's 1 748 grant.
This alteration appears to be the primary oasis for the petition submitted on November
2 1 , 2000, by the attorney for the Sandia Mountain Coal ition and the County of Bernalillo to
correct the grant survey to exclude the southeastern wedge of l and, and perhaps other lands on
the east, which the petition asserts were fraudulently included within the grant.
4
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alteration not found in the original Spanish document. The phrase which Dr. Hordes would
substitute for this altered language for t h e southern boundary call is found in the original Spanish
document: ''y por el Sur afrontada a la voca de la Canada de Juan Tabovo" or .. And on the south,
facing the mouth of the Canada de Juan Tabovo." What today is called Juan Tabo Canyon l ies
between the western foothill and the mountain crest. The mouth of Juan Tabo Canyon lies about
a half mi l e north of the southern edge of the western foothill .
The northern boundary cal l is simil ar: "por el Norte afrontad a con la Punta de l a Canad a que
comunmente llaman de la Agua", translated as "on the north facing t he point of the Canad a
which is commonly call ed ' de) Agua' ." 5 Th i s canyon also lies between the western foothi ll and
the mountai n crest, intersecting with a point approximate ly at the northern edge of that ridge.
(See Exhibit B . )
These southern and northern references provide some evidence that th e eastern boundary could
not lie to the west of the western foothi ll (cutting against the position of Dr. Hordes) because the
southern and northern markers referred to wouid then lie outside of the grant boundaries. On the
other hand, they do not directly address where the eastern boundary should l ie. The only
language directly pertaining to the eastern bo undary is "y por el Ori ente la Z ierra Madre Hamada
de Sandia."
The crucial point of dispute recognized by practically all who have examined the matter is, as the
Tarr Opinion put it, "whether the reference to the mountains" on the east in the Act of Possession
is "a ca l I to a natural feature as a bound ary ," or is instead "a directional reference to a natural
feature facing which the monument was to be placed." 96 I . D . at 349•50. The Tarr Opinion
treated this eastern call as a directional reference, not a boundary monument, 96 I .D. at 350, as
does Dr. Hordes. Dr. Jenkins, while not embracing Whi ting ' s "the main ridge" in her translation,
nevertheless viewed the reference to the "sierra madre" as denoting the eastern extent of the
Pueblo ' s g rant, consistent with other Spani�h usage and consistent with Whiting ' s translation. 6
M . Jen.kins, The Pueblo of Sandia and its Lands, at 59 ( I 988) (hereafter "Jenkins Report".)
The principal argument against the Pueblo ' s claim is what I will call the " fonnal Pueblo"
argument, discussed in the next subsection. Other than that argument, the most straightforward
reading of the grant supports the Pueblo .
As the Tarr Opinion conceded, the tenn "afrontada" (translated "facing" or "opposite") appears
in the southern and northern calls in the grant in descri bing monument locations (with reference
to nearby canyons), yet is absent from the description of the eastern call. See 96 I . D . at 349. If it
5

The Whiting translation includes the p�e "an old tower" after "on the north" . Dr.
Hordes views that as an alteration, and the Jenkins translation also does not include that phrase.
6

Both Dr. Hordes ( 1 98 1 · 1 985) and Dr. Je�ins ( 1 967• 1 980) served as New Mexico
State Historians. Dr. Jenkins died in 1 99 3 .
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had been included in the eastern call, it would have provided powerful evidence that the
reference to the mountain crest was intended to be a directional reference, and not a natural
boundary monument . The Tarr Opinion gave no weight to this omission. It found the word
"facing" could be impl ied in the third clause by a parallel construction from the first two clauses
in the sentence. It concluded that the quoted sentence was "not seeking to describe the .
boundaries, but rather to memorialize the setting of monuments," and suggested that if the
reference to the east were intended to be to the mountain as a boundary, "a c learer expression o r
[such] an intent . . . would have been provided." 9 6 I . D . at 3 50.
I believe this construction is quite strained . On the west the boundary was a natural feature (the
River). On the north and south, the boundary was a measured distance. The question is whether
the eastern boundary was a natural feature or a measured distance. The language of the Act of
Possession, at l east viewed in iso l ation, strong ly suggests the eastern boundary was a natural
feature - the mountain crest - an d not a measured d istan ce. Dr. Je nkins ' examination o f Spanish
land grants· showed that the Spanish authorities used other phrases for grants in mountainous
terrain to set a boundary other than at the crest, such as "el pie de la sierra" (the foot of the
7
mountain) and "la falda de la sierra" (the skirt of the mountain). Jenkins Report, at 5 9 .
In my view, the Act of Possession provides a persuasive rational e for treating the other three
boundaries d i fferently from the eastern boundary. The distance to the west is shorter than a
league because it stops. at the Ri ver. As the Tarr Opinion pointed out, the Spanish landowners
across the river to the west were put at ease by the Spanish authorities' assurance that the Pueblo
wou ld not receive a full league in that direction. 96 I . D . at 34 7. To compensate the Pueblo,
according to the grant document, the distances to the northern and southern boundaries were
increased. There were later disputes during the Spanish and Mexican periods over where the
southern and northern boundaries should be placed, and the ostensible alterations to one of the
original documents may have been an attempt to manipulate those two boundaries. Hordes
Report, at 1 6.
These d i sputes all invo lved the irrigated and popul ated l ands along the river. These would have
been, of course, the most desirab le lands. Therefore, if the Pueb lo was not to secure lands along
the western bank of the Rio Grande, it is only natural that it woul d secure l ands beyond one
l eague to the north and south a long the eastern side of the River. Even if the intent was to start
with the presumption that the Pueblo would receive a grant of four square leagues (the "formal
Pueblo" argument, discussed in detai l in the next .subsection), it is not clear that this would result
i n setting the eastern boundary at just one l eague from the center of the Puebl o, as Dr. Hordes
contends. The Spanish authorities might easi ly have made a j udgment that the Pueblo should
7

I ntervenors have submitted a more recent _memorandum from Dr. Hordes, dated
S eptember 1 4, 1 999, which recounts a 1 697 repo·rt by Lorenzo de Misqula where the term
.. s ierra" is used to refer to an entire mountain, not j ust the ridge. I do not believe, however, that
this calls into serious question the Pueblo's positiorn that the em i -� western face of the mountain,
up to its crest, is included in its grant.
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receive valuable lands along one side of the River equivalent to what it woul d have received if its
grant had included lands on the west side of the River (and so should be compensated with more
of such lands to the north and south). This would not necessarily suggest, however, a rel uctance
to give the Pueblo an eastern boundary that conformed to a natural feature rather than being
measured by distance. This reading is strongly supported by the fact that the Act of Possessicm
states that the lands within the west, north and south boundaries- conspicuously not including the
east- were adapted to the raising of wheat, and the various distances in those directions were _
apparently calculated in reference to one another. In other words, they were treated as a unit in
the grant document. Jenkins Report, at 3 3 .
The reference t o the eastern boundary i n the Act o f Possession call recites ri o d istance . The Tarr
Opinion acknowledged that the "western boundary, being a natural feature (the river] , needed no
reference monument. Likewise, i f the Sandia Mountains were the eastern boundary , no
manmade monuments would be necessary . . . . " 96 I.D. at 350. That truth provides a sufficient
explanation why Bustamante did not order monuments on the west or east: The river and the
. mountain provide adequate markers. But the Tarr Opinion made an inferential leap at this point
which I be lieve i s not supported by a fair reading of the documents, or anything approachi ng the
weight of the avail able evidence:
The clear inference, then, is that the reference to the east in the third sentence was not to a
natural boundazy, but to the direction for measurement o f the 1 league upon which
manmade monuments were to be established, because there was no natural feature to c.;ite
as the boundary.
Id. There is no statement in the Act of Possession that the eastern boundary shall lie one league
to the east of the vi l lage. Nor is there evidence that a marunade monument was establ i shed one
league to the east. The only explanation the Tarr _O pinion provided for why the mountain crest
was not a "natural feature" that was an appropriate boundary is to start with, and find controlling,
the "fonnal Pueblo" argument discussed in the next subsection. Apart from this argument, what
evidence there is of the eastern bound ary in the language of the Act of Possession points to the
mountain crest as the boundary on the east.
Other language in the grant document also supports reading the mountain crest as the eastern
boundary. The c lause following the eastern cal l states. "within which limits are the conveniences
of pastures, woods, waters and watering places in abundance" to support their stock . Land grant
lawyer and expert Malcolm Ebright notes that the resources denoted by the word "montes"
(translated ..woods" here but al so translated as "timber" and "mountains") are found in
abundance- "en abundancia" in the words of the Sandia Grant- only in the disputed area
between the foothill crest and the mountain crest. ' M. Ebri ght, "What hi story has to say", The
8

Dr. Ouillenno Margadant, a Mexican professor of colonial law, has noted the common
use of the term "mantes" in land grant documents, -defining it as "wastel and, covered by a grant
to a sett l ement, and at the disposal of the mem bers of the community for hunting, collecting
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Aibuguerque Tribune (October 1 3 , 1 998), p. D l .
The Pueblo has pointed to resources existing in the disputed area between the western foothill
and the mountain crest - the abundance of springs and the availability of pine boughs and vigas in
the mountain forest for construction and ceremonial needs - as further evidence that the grant
boundary was intended to be the mountain crest. The Tarr Opinion dismi ssed the argument on
the grounds that it could find no "intention to extend boundaries . . . beyond the customary 1
league to the east to seek additional resources," and that "there appears to be little question that
the resources recited in the Act of Possession are contained within the existing boundaries of the
Pueblo." 96 I . D . at 3 52 . The Tarr Opinion also offered a third reason, which seems at least
somewhat inconsistent wi th the second; namely, that the Spanish authorities negotiated with the
Spanish settlers on the west bank of the Rio Grande to permit the new pueblo to use west bank
land to water and pasture their cattle, so there was no need to "continue expanding the grant to
the east until waters and pastures were located." Id. at 353 .
The evidence reveals a great deal o f question about the availability o f resources within the
boundaries as depicted in the Tarr Opinion. East of the irrigation ditches there may have been no
springs or woodlands -- certainly none "in abundance" -- except east of the western foothi ll.
Jenkins-Brandt, at 24-26. Moreover, the circumstances surrounding the making of the Sandia
Grant in 1 748 suggest a desire that the Pue b lo be rebuilt, since it was destroyed during the
Pue b l o-Spanish war and lay vacate for decades. In J 762, Governor Tomas Velez Cachupin
ordered the Sandia lnd-ians to "cut the wood necessary for their houses and the completion of
their quarters." Surveyor General Records, fi le £, Pueblo of Sandia. Bui lding timber was found
only in the disputed area east of the western foothill , as the cottonwoods on the river and
scattered pin.on and juniper did not provide adequate buil ding material to reconstruct the village.9
Thus, the language of the grant document provides an understandable rationale for extending the
eastern portion of the Sandia Pueblo grant up to the mountain crest (and certainly well beyond
the single l eague from the church which Dr. Hordes posits to have been a legal limitation on
grants to Indian Pueblos). 1 0 The Tarr Opinion disregards this evidence, interpreting the grant
documents as merely certi fying that these resources were contained within the grant boundaries.

wood for the fire, reeds for weaving, etc. " G. Margadant, Mexican Colonial Land Law, in
Spanish and Mexican Land Grants and the Law 8 5 , 93 (M. Ebright, ed. , 1 989).
9

Clements ' field notes of November 1 1 , 1 8 59, speak to the resources available within
the grant boundaries: "About one third of this grant is fi rst rate bottom land easily irri gated and
cultivated. There is considerable cotton wood timber along the Rio Grande. The Hill land
produces fine grass. The Sandia Mountains grow an abundance of good pine timber." The Tarr
Opinion quoted the first three sentences of this passage, but not the last. See 96 l.D. at 3 3 5 .
As discussed in Section V, below, a latef adjudication of similar land grant language
arrived at the same conclusion.
·
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B. The Formal Pue b lo Argument
The lynchpin of the reasoning of the Tarr Opinion was that the "Spanish intended to grant a
formal pueblo of as close to 4 square leagues as possible to the Sandia Pueblo. " 96 l .D . at 3 4 8 .
A s the Tarr Opinion noted, " [a] l l of th e authorities appear to agree that a ' fonnal ' or 'regular'
pueblo was generally a grant of 4 leagues squar�, that is, a league in each direction from the
center (usually a church ) of the pueblo." Id. at 34 7 . The Tarr Opinion cal led the "concept of a
fonnal pueblo . . . well settled in the practice of the day . " Id. at 3 5 1 . In effect, the Tarr Opinion
viewed four square leagues as being tantamount to a legal standard for what an Indian Pueb lo
could receive in a grant from the Crown, and that this standard control led in se tting the
boundaries for the Sandia Grant. Dr. Hordes ' 1 996 report supports this approach, advancing the
view that four square leagues was the standard Spanish measurement for a p ue bl o .
The tenn ' pueblo' itself denotes a Spanish community and is not limited to Indian Pueblos . A
little more than a century ago the U . S . S upreme Court examined Spanish colonial law on this
subject, specifically the Recopilaci6n de las L eyes de los Reynos d e las Indias (Recompilation o f
the Laws o f the Kingdoms o f the Indies), dating from 1 680 , and addressed the suggestion that
four leagues square was a standard measurement for a pueblo grant :
P l ainly, from the provisions of the Recopi1aci6n the quantity varied with the condition of
the respective s�ttlements; and to imply a grant of l and to the extent o f four square
leagues in every case would be to suppose that every settlement was alike, whi l e the law
itself contemplated that they woul d be different, and subject to different allowances. This
consequence is shown by a statement in the treatise of Hall on Mexican Law, where it is
said (section 1 1 7, p. 5 1 ) :
"Limits of Pueblos.-- There never existed any general law fixing four square
leagues as the extent of pueblos or towns . . . . Those [pueblos] formed by the
government . . . were only limited by the discretion of the governors of the
provinces and viceroys, subject to approval or disapproval of the king. There are
numerous pueblos in Mexico which have less and many that have more than four
s quare leagues. "
United States v . City of Santa Fe, 1 65 U . S . 675, 690-9 1 ( 1 897).
In the Sandia Pueblo grant, the instructions from the Spanish Governor were to carry out an
al lotment of l and "which should pertain to a formal pueblo of Indians, in accordance as the royal
regulations prescribed for this matter as to the statement o f their boundaries . " Jenkins
translation, quoted in the Tarr Opinion, 96 I .D. at 3 47 . The Whiting transl ation of the same
instruction referred to "sufficient for a regular Indian pueb lo, as required by the royal orders
concerning t he matter, setting forth the boundaries thereof." Id. at 347 n. 9. The Act of
Possession reported that the " l eagues conceded for a formal pueblo were measured ." Id. at 348 .
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There are indeed many references to four sq uare leagues in the documents associated with both
Indian Pueblo and non-Indian community grants. Of the twenty-two Indian Pueblos in New
M exico, tw�lve are approximately (within 3 00 acres) o f that size ( 1 7,360 acres). See 96 I .D. at
3 5 1 ; see al so United States v. Conway. 1 75 U. S . 60, 68-69 ( 1 8 99). But the weight o f historical
evidence does not support Dr. Hordes' theory that four square l eagues was a legal limit on Indian
Pueblo grants, and no Spani sh law has been cited for that proposition. Along with other
hi storians who have researched this issue, Dr. Jenkins was of the view that 1 8 th century
"documentation is clear that this leagu e [distance measurement in each direction from the center
of the Pueblo J, applied throughout the viceroyalty for Indian communities, was but a minimum
right which each Indian Pueblo was recognized as possessing." Jenkins Report, at 26 (emphas i s
added). 1 1 Dr. W i l liam A . Morgan, whose report was submitted on behal f of t he Department of
Agricul ture in 1 98 8 , stated that "there never has been a general law fixing the area of a pueb l o at
four square l eagues or at any other rigid and unequivocal magnitude." W. Morgan, "And on the
East . . . ": The Sandia Eastern Boundary I ssue and the Land Po licies of Three Nations 6 ( 1 9 8 8 )
(citing t he Recopi l aci6n); see al so January 5, 200 1 Memorand um of Dr. Elizabeth B randt and Dr.
Rick Hendricks, submitted on behal f of the Pueblo.
Dr. Hordes offers two historical episodes in support of the proposit i on that the intention was to
grant the Sandia Pueb l o a "formal pueblo" limited to four leagues square. The first involved a
S panish settler named Salvador Martinez who l ived close to Sandia Puebl o at the time of the
1 748 Grant and compl�ined to the Governor that the Pueblo' s Grant encroached on his land. The
Governor ruled that because Martinez' property was within one league of the mission church, he
must move. Hordes Report, at 8. This does not provide meaningful evidence of the location of
the eastern boundary, for it merely comports with the views of other historians that one league
was a minimum for the protection of Indian Pueblos, but riot necessarily the maximum. 12 Dr.
Hordes' other account relates to a lengthy dispute in the first hal f of the 1 9th century involving a
family by the name of Rael de A guilar who contended that the Pueblo was l imited to a league to
. the south of the church. In 1 825 l ocal authorities did resurvey, l imiting the Pueblo to a l eague,
but the Pueblo appealed to Mexican authorities. This dispute dragged on for years without a
clear final result. Hordes Report, at 9- 1 3 . Of course, the Pueb l o was correct in its position that i t
shoul d not be limited t o a l eague to the south, as the distance to th e south measured b y
11

Bustamante' s l etter regard ing his conversation with the Spanish settl ers on the west
bank of the Rio Grande stated that he made "them understand that t hey were exonerated from
giving the l eague to said I ndians on the west according to the royal mandate, which provides for
one l eague towards each of the four cardinal points, which wi l l be i ncreased in other directions
. . . . " Exec . Doc. No. 36, at p. 9. This is consistent with the treatment of a l eague as a mini mum
or entitlement for the Ind ian Pueblos, and is atso consi stent with our interpretation of the
meaning of the Act o f Possession in Part IV .A.
12

As there are no primary source Spanish documents imposing a four league l i mit on the
size of Indian Pueblo grants, there also appear to
no Spanish documents which state expressly
that four l eagues is a minimum.

be
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B ustamante in 1 748 was decidedly farther than a league. Again, this is thin evidence of a legal
limit with respect to the eastern boundary, for which the Act of Possession states no distance and
requires no monument.
The Tarr Opinion acknowledged that seven of the twenty•two Indian Pueblos in New Mexieo.
including Sandia. were recognized as having considerably more land than four square leagues.
See 96 1 . 0. at 3 5 1 . The origina l grant of the Pueblo of Acoma measured 95,79 1 . 66 acres, which
is over ti ve times the area of four square leagues; the Pueblo of Isl eta measured over 1 1 0,000
acres, six times the area of four square leagues ; the Pueb lo of Santo D o mingo measured over
74 ,000 acres, four times the area of four square leagues ; the Pue b l o of San Fel ipe measured
al most 3 5 ,000 acres, or twice as large as four square leagues; and the Pueblo of Cochiti measured
over 24,000 acres, which is almost 40% greater than four square leagues. 13 The existence of so
many l arger•than•four-square-league pu e bl o s plainly be l ies something approaching a legal
limi tation or s lav ishly followed standard. Dr. Jenkins viewed the actions taken at Sand ia as
consistent with numerous other exceptions to the standard : "In placing the east boundary as ' the
sierra known as Sandia.' which was more than a league distant, [the Spanish Governor] exercised
his prerogati ve to make a grant conform to the needs of its holders." Jenkins Report, at 26.
I bel ieve the interpretation that i s clearly supported by the evidence - indeed, the only
i nterpretation that really fits practically all the available evidence - is that the formal pueblo
concept was a factor in setting the distances for the northern and southern boundaries (where the
most desirab le and valuab1e land was located). As the Act of Possession put it: "The land which
is encompassed in these three wind s [directions] is all for raising wheat with the conveniences of
water for the purpose of the land." This he lps exp l ain the care with which ·the northern and ··
southern boundaries were measured, and fits the references to the formal pueblo in the
instructions and especially the Act of Possession.
But the evidence does not di ctate, nor eve'n strongly suggest, that the formal pueblo area was
controlling i n setting the eastern boundary . In this direction there were no conflicts with non
I ndian settlers for land along and water from the River. In this directi on, the Indians had
(according to oral tradition) ceremonial and traditional uses and need for other resources found
mainly there. In this direction, the natural boundary of the mountain crest would have been a
logical boundary. The language in the Act of Possession supports this view, as discussed earlier.
And this view is consonant with the opinion of a number of historians that the S panish term used
in the Sandia Grant, "pueblo formal,,, does not necessarily dictate a limitation on the size of a
Puebl o grant. Instead , the one-league-in-each-direction dimensions of the formal pueblo was
often used as a minimum buffer between the Indian Pueblo communities and their non•lndian
neighbors.
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In a 1 998 supplement to his 1 996 Report to the Forest Service, Dr. Hordes states,
without citing evidence, that the Santo Domi ngo, Isleta, and Cochiti Pueblos were intended to
receive grants of only four square leagues.
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V. Other Nearby Spanish Land Grants.
,.·

To the immediate south o! !:ie Sandia Puebl o Grant is the El ena Gal legos Land Grant . which was
made by the Spanish authorities in 1 694 . The l anguage of its eastern boundary cal l reads "por el
oriente con la sierra de Sandia", very similar to the Sandia Grant's "por el oriente la Zierra Madre
llamada de Sandia." The exact location of this boundary was the subj ect of a decision of the
Court of Private Land Claims in 1 893 in Gurule v, United States. No. 5 1 (C. P . L . C.). The Court ' s
decision, by Justice Wilbur Stone, confinned that the eastern boundary of that grant was the
Sandia mountain crest, observing, among other things (Opinion filed Dec. l , 1 893, p. 2):
In al l this region of the country, with its pecul iar physical and climatic conditions, wood,
water and grass are the most desirable and requisite q ualities of a rancho or land grant.
That mountains, from the snow which lodges upon their summits, furn ish water, timber
and more abundant and nutritious grasses upon their slopes than are to be found on the
plains below, and often the only water, timber and grass to be had [,] is so notorious as to
compel j udicial cognizance.
The Tarr Opinion discounted this argument on a variety of grounds. It called the language of the
Elena Gallegos Grant "much clearer," focusing on the preposition "con" in the Gal legos Grant as
providing more specificity than the Sandia Grant. 96 I.D. at 3 5 5 . It would seem, however, that a
more powerful argum�nt can be made for the opposite position; that is, "on the east
[or withJ
the Sandi a mountain" suggests a less direct cal l than "the mountain range cal led Sandia" (Dr.
Hordes' preferred translation of the phrase in the Sandia Grant). The Tarr Opinion also
dismissed Justice Stone ' s decision, along with other determinations that the eastern boundaries of
Spanish land grants in the Rio Grande val ley extended to the mountain crests, as weak
circumstantial evidence "more idiosyncratic than thematic" with little relevance to the Sandia
Grant.
at 3 54 .

!n'.
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In the report he submitted after the Tarr Opinion was issued, Dr. Hordes calls Justice Ston e ' s
ruling a "curious one". Hordes Report, at 3 3 . · He suggests that because the Court ' s opinion drew
a distinction between the word "sierra" and the phrase "sierra madre", it had no bearing on the
Sandia Grant. lg. at p. 34. Justice Stone had noted that the "primary meaning of the word
' sierra' is a saw," and went on to observe:
As applied to the mountains its figurative, general meaning is a range; as '. La
sierra Madre', ' La sierra Nevada", the Mother Range and the snowy range of the Rocky
Mountains. In a special application of the tenn to a single mour)tain or mountains not
properly constituting a range, the word Sierra especially refers to and denotes the serrated
crest, comb, ridge, or summit. The term may be applied, in common parlance, to entire
mountains, smoothly ro unded, as to those with rugged ridges, but when employed in
relation to a boundary point or line. there· can be no room for doubt that the ' curnbres'.
apex, or summit is intended as the true and _precise definition of the land- mark.
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Gurule at p. 4 (emphasis added.). Thus Justice Stone' s reference to "La sierra Madre" was to the
mountain range of that name, like the Sierra Nevada or the Sangre de Cristo, and his point was
quite clearly that the term ' sierra' as applied to a specific mountain or mountains necessari ly
denotes, "when employed in relation to a boundary point or lin�," a landmark at the summit.
In 1 987, t he Department of Agriculture suggested that, because the western foothill facing the
mountain at Sand ia Pueb lo is a razorbac k ridge which is more prominent than the foothil l s o·n the
Elena Gall egos grant lands, it was l ogical to draw the eastern boundary al ong that razorback
rather than al ong the mountain crest, thus distinguishing the Sandia Pueblo grant from what was
done by the. Court of Private Land Cl aims for the Gal l e gos grant. On this point, the possible
intent behind the phrase "sierra madre" actually becomes more clear. The Spanish grantors may
well have sought to clarify that the mountain crest was the boundary, and not the subord inate
western foothill. The casual observer would find nothing "madre" about the subordinate. barren
razorback ridge where Clements located the Pueblo' s eastern boundary .
The eastern boundary of another nearby land claim, the "Lo de Padilla Tract," came before the
Court of Private Land Claims in 1 896 in Case No. 273, Pueblo of lsleta v. United States. It lies
about 20 miles south of Albuquerque. The original grant had been given to Diego de Padilla in
1 7 1 8 and was purchased by the Pueblo of Isl eta in 1 750. As in the case of the Elena Gal legos
Grant, federal officials alleged that the eastern boundary of the grant extended only to the
foothills of the Sandia _Mountain. (Today these mounta ins are considered part of the Manzano
range.) The Pue blo of lsleta invoked the Court's ruling in the Elena Gal legos case as support for
its ·c ontenti on that the eastern boundary went to the crest of the Mountain. The language of the
grant referred to "par el oriente la Sierra de Sandia," which is even closer to the language of the
Sandia Grant than the Elena Gal legos language. Chief Justice Joseph R. Reed of the Court of
Private Land Claims ruled that the language should be interpreted as treating Sandia Mountain as
the eastern boundary.
l n 1 9 1 0, some years after its success i n the Court of Private Land Claims on the eastern boundary
of the Lo de Padilla Grant, the Pueblo of Isleta raised the issue of boundary language with regard
to the eastern boundary of its original Spanish land grant, which lies between the Elena Gallegos
Grant and the Lo de Padilla Grant. The Pueblo complained to the Com.missioner of Indian
Affairs that the Supervisor of the new Manzano Forest Reserve denied the people of lsleta the
right to take firewood from the mountain and would not permit them to graze their animals. The
dispute over the eastern boundary was su bmitted to the Attorney Genera l in 1 9 1 4, who suggested
that the Department of the Interior conduct a resurvey, if it bel ieved that the Pueblo was correct
in its assertion that the eastern boundary was the crest. After further review, the Secretary issued
a decision ordering the General Land Office to resurvey the grant, making the eastern boundary
the crest of the Mountain. See D-29675 (Ju ly 1 1 , 1 9 1 8).
Thus, the eastern boundaries of each of the three ·spanish grants which lie immediately to the
south of Sandia Pueblo were recognized as reaching to the mountain crest. The Tarr Opinion
essentially dismissed this evidence, finding that it ''speak[s] to the wrong issue." 96 I .D. at 354.
16
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That is, the Pueblo of Sandia is the only Pueblo still in possession of its original granting
documents, and the Tarr Opinion concluded that these documents evidence an intent to establish
a formal pueblo (an issue addressed in the previous section). Because the other grants each had
"its own history" and were made at different times, they did not "provide circumstantial evidence
that the pueblo grants in the area customarily went to the crest of the Sandia mountains." Ibid.
I agree that each grant must be examined carefully and independently for evidence of the intent
of the grantor. But I also believe that what is known about the language and circumstances of
these other grants, and th eir eventual uniform interpretation as having an eastern boundary that
extends to the crest of the Sand ia mountains, provides strong evidentiary support for the
proposition that ea.stem boundary described in the Sandia Puebl o grant Act of Possession shou l d
also reach the crest of the mountai n.

VI. The 1 859 Clem ents Survey
The C lements survey located the Pueblo ' s eastern boundary on the western foothi ll. As noted
above, both the P ueblo o f Sandia, on the one hand, and the County of Bernalillo and Sandia
Mountain Coalition, on the other, seem to agree that the C l ements survey was mistaken in so
doing, and should be corrected. Not surprisingly , they disagree on how it should be corrected.
The U . S . Forest Service has consistently taken the view that the Sandia Pueblo Grant eastern
boundary is correct, �d should not be disturbed. It o ffered the Hordes Report in 1 996, not to
petition for a change in the boundary , but to confirm the accuracy of the decision of the Tarr
Opinion.
The facts leading up to the Clements survey were described in detail in the Tarr Opinion, 96 I . D .
a t 3 3 3 -3 6 . Briefly, they are these: In J une 1 85 9 th e Surveyor General o f th e General Land
Office, William Pelham, awarded a contract to John W. Garretson, an experienced surveyor, to
survey the land grants of the Pueblo s that were confirmed by Congress in the Act of December
22, 1 85 8 ( 1 1 S tat. 3 74), i ncluding the grant to the Sandia Pueblo. The June 1 3 , 1 859 letter
Pelham sent Garretson i ncl uded the following i nstructions:
In surveying such of Pueblo grants as call for one l eague from each comer of the church
you wil I assume the church to be a square and run a base by extending a correction, range
or township line and correcting it with the boundary l ine of the claim or meandering to it
from the nearest line of public survey, the object being to show precisely the township
and range in which the claim is situated in order that it may be embraced in the patent.
Whenever natural obj e cts are contained in the grant as boundari e s and they cannot be
pointed out to your entire satisfaction, or should there be the least doubt in identify ing the
particular locality wanted you will report that fact to this office and await further
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instructions before proceeding any farther in the survey of that particular grant. '�
/

A little more than three months later, however, Garretson informed Pelham that he would not be
able to complete his contract before the beginning of winter and asked to be relieved of the
responsi bility for conducting the surveys of Sandia, San Felipe, Santo Domingo, and the Town of
Chilili. 1 5 On September 2 1 , 1 8 5 9 Surveyor General Pelham contracted with Reuben E . Cl ements
to perfonn those four surveys, requiring they be completed by January l , 1 860. 1 6 As the Tarr ·
Opinion noted, this is the only record of communications between Pelham and Clements, and
therefore "we have no information of record as to the precise instructions Clements received."
96 I.D. at 3 34-3 5 .
Clements' field notes indicate that h e surveyed the Pueblo of Sandia i n the five days between
November 8 and November 1 2, 1 859. As the Tarr Opinion recounted, C lements ' field notes state
that he began at a 50-foot tal l rock in the "canon del agua" which was marked with a cross, "it
being the N . E. corner of the Grant. " See 96 I . D. at 335. I t is not clear from the notes he fi led
whether he marked the cross, or whether it was preexisting. More important, it is not clear why
he treated this po int as the northeast corner, as· the various translations of the Act of Possessi on
(including the Surveyor General ' s officia l translation by David Whiting) do not mention comers.
I n any event. he then proceeded westward to the Rio Grande, then turned south and meandered
the river down to the southwest corner. He then proceeded east to "a rock, one hundred feet in
height marked with a large cross (+) the S.E. comer of the Grant." He added that the rock
" stands in a canon near the Carrisito Spri ngs in the mountains of Sandia. " � gain, it is not clear
whether he marked the cross or whether it was preexisting. On November 1 1 , Clements' field
notes state that he then "meandered Sandia Mountains being the east boundary of the Sandia
Grant" to return to the northeast corner. Based on his survey cal ls, bis trip northward along the
eastern boundary to his point of beginning took him along the western foothill, not the Sandia
Mountain crest.
It is not clear how or why Clements decided to meander the western foothill ridge (assumi ng that
is what he did) as the eastern bound ary of the Pueblo, rather than the main crest of the Sandia
Mountains. The spot where Clements identified a monument as being the northeast comer is
described only as a northern bound ary marker in the Act of Possession; indeed, neither the Act o f
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Pelham to Garretson, June 1 3 , 1 859, NA, R G 4 9 . G L O Div. E . , I . pp. 1 93 - 1 95
( emphasis added).
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Garretson to Pelham. September 20, _1 8 5?, NA, RG 49, GLO, Div. E, Letters Received
from the Surveyor-General of New Mexico.
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Contract of Reuben E. Clements, September 2 1 , 1 8 59, NA, GLO, Div. E, Contracts
and Bonds Files, New Mexico.
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Possession nor the Surveyor General ' s report clearly identifies the northern and southern
boundary markers as "comers", northeast, southeast, or otherwise. The subordinate western
foothill ridge is not mentioned in any translati on of the Act of Possession.
Clements' field notes add to the confusion. For example, they referred to the land grant as being
bounded on the east by the Sandia Mountains {this is consistent with the Whiting translation; see
Exec. Doc. No. 36, at 1 1 ) . They also recited that Clements found "about one third of this grant is
first rate bottom land easily irrigated and cultivated" and that " there is considerable cottonwood
timber along the Rio Grande [and] the hill land produces fine grass." See 96 1 .D. at 335. As
noted earl ier, the quotation .of the field notes in the Tarr Opinion omitted without explanation the
following sentence from Clements' account : "The Sandia Mountains grow an abundance o f
good pine timber. " R.E. Clements, Field Notes of the Pueblo o f Sandia Survey, Microcopy,
BLM, Santa Fe, at p. 1 2. The evidence is that "good pine timber" in the mountains was found
east, but not west, of the western foothil l . Jenkins-Brandt at 24.
The Clements survey was approved by the Surveyor General of New Mexico on January 1 2,
1 8 60, after being notarized by translator David Whiting. The patent was issued on November I ,
1 864, and recites a metes and bounds description of Clements' survey . The description of the
eastern boundary starts at what Clements identified as the southeast comer at Carrisito Springs
and states " [t] hence meander the Sandia Mountains for the East Boundary of the Grant" and then
makes six directional calls " [t] o the Northeast Comer of the Sandia Grant and place of
beginning." It is not clear simp l y from this description that the l ine is the foothi ll ridge rather
than the mountain crest; that fact emerges onl y when the locations of the northeast and southeast
comers are examined, and the boundary traced between them.
There is ample evidence that C lements was not a skilled surveyor. Each of the other three
surveys he performed under his contract -- of the Pueblo of San Felipe, Pueblo of Santo
Domingo, and the Town of Chilili -- contained significant errors. The U . S . Court of Appeals
described his survey of San Felipe as "suspect" and "inept". Santa Ana v. Bae� 844 F .2d 708,
7 1 2 ( 1 0 th Cir. 1 988). His survey of the Town of Chilili grant was set aside as defective in 1 8 75
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office. See Town of Chilili. 1 Pub. Lands Dec. 285
( 1 88 1 ). His survey of the Santo Domingo Pueblo Grant omitted over 20,000 acres of Pueblo
lands, which was corrected by a re-survey in 1 907, and later became the subj ect of protracted
l i tigation. See United States v. Thompson, 94 1 F.2d 1 074 (1 0 th Cir. 1 99 1 ). 1 7
I n 1 9 1 4, Earl G. Harrington, a surveyor fo r the General Land Office , attempted to do a
retracement of the Sandia Grant in accordance with Clements' field notes. This dependent
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This controversy was only very recently 'finally settled. See Pub. L. 1 06-425 , Santo
Domingo Pueblo Land Claims Settlement Act of 2000, 1 1 4 Stat. 1 890 (2000).
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resurvey " was part of an effort by the Office of Indian Affairs to confinn the boundaries of all
the Pueblo reservations and is commonly referred to as the Joy Survey . Harrington was not able
to duplicate Clements ' survey. In fact, his resurvey indicated that in following Clements ' eastern
boundary calls, he found that the lines did not close, leaving a 2,000 foot gap . He also could not
find "Carrisito Springs", which Clements had called the southeast comer, but he did find a rock
about 30 feet high that was marked with a cross. The Harrington (or "Joy") survey was relied on
by the Pueblo Lands Board in its 1 92 8 report.
The Tarr Opinion concluded that Clements ' survey is entitled to a presumption of regularity, 96
I.D . at 343, but it firmly rej ected the argument of the U.S. Forest Service that Clements had
"considerable discretion" in the setting o f the b oundaries, on the ground that the p urpose of his
survey was not to demarcate the boundaries of publ ic lands or even a publ ic land patent, but to
identify property whose ownership under Spanish law had already been confinned by Congress.
Id. at 3 4 5 .
Given al l the troubl ing circumstances surrounding th e Clement ' s survey -· h i s apparent
ineptitude, the vagueness of his explanations for sel ecting t he cornering locations he d i d, and the
ambiguity and ultimately the absence of any reasoned explanation for h is identification of the
eastern boundary as the foothil l ridge instead of the mountain crest •· I believe this presumption
is solidly rebutted by the evidence before me .
VII. S h o u l d t h e Southeastern Wed g e of L a n d Be Included i n the G rant? ·
The November 2 1 , 2000 letter from the attorney for the Sand ia Mountain Coalition and the
County of Bernal i l lo, Thomas R. Bartman, requests that the Secretary correct the erroneous
survey of the Sandia Pueblo Grant along the lines suggested by Dr. Hordes in his 1 9 96 report to
the U. S . Forest Service . The objective is apparently to redraw the eastern boundary to exclude a
narrow wedge that extends the southern boundary considerably further east than the rest o f the
eastern boundary (see map, Exhibit B) , and perhaps also to redraw the eastern boundary to extend
only one league to the east of the center of the Pueblo' s eighteenth century village. 1 9
Whether the eastern boundary should b e drawn one league east of where the church was located
1 1 A "dependent resurvey" is a "retracement and reestablishment of the lines of the
original survey in their true original positions accord ing to the best available evidence of the
positions of the original comers." Bureau of Land Management, Manual of Instructions for the
Survey of the Public Lands of the United States § 6-4 ( 1 973 ). An " independent survey, " in
contrast, establishes new section lines "independent of and without reference to the comers of the
original survey." Id. at 6•5.

Mr. Bartman ' s subsequent l etter of January 5, 200 1 states that his clients wil l not seek
to enforce any resurvey of the Pueblo ' s boundary if the status quo, namely the boundary as
currently drawn, is maintained.
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in the 1 8th century, along formal pueblo lines, has already been discussed. See Section IV(B ),
� On the former point, regarding the wedge along the southeastern edge, there is evidence
that the Surveyor General relied on a grant document that was altered during the period of
Spanish sovereignty to increase the distance from the village to the southern boundary, and to
change the southern boundary marker from the mouth of Juan Tabo Canyon to Carrisito Springs
in the mountains. Hordes Report, at 1 6-20. How this happened, and who if anyone may have
perpetrated a fraud, is not known.
Regardless of whether there was error in locating this wedge as part of the Sandia Pueblo Grant.
appl icable law prevents the United States from now challenging the patent to the Pueblo. That is,
only the United States has a potential adverse claim against the Pueblo for the lands within the
southeastern wedge. The claim that the United States, and not the Pueblo, owns this area would
be based on the Surveyor General 's use of an altered grant document. Long ago the Supreme
Court concluded that the United States cannot challenge the validity of a S panish grant
subsequently confirmed by Congress and patented. See United States v. Conway. 1 75 U.S. 60,
69-7 1 ( I 899). We also note that the United States was a party to earlier quiet title litigation to
confirm the Pueblo ' s title to these lands. Unit�d States v. Abouslenian, No . 1 839 (D.N.M. 1 92 8) .
The Pueblo Lands Act directed the Attorney General t o file such a suit o n behalf o f Sandia
Pueblo following the report of the Pueblo Lands Board. 43 Stat. 63 6 ( 1 924). Thus, it appears
that the U . S . is also barred from challenging the Pueblo ' s title by the doctrine of res judicata. See
Nevada v. Un i ted States. 463 U . S . 1 1 0 ( 1 9 8 3 ) . 20
VIII. The Significance of Congressional Confirm a tion of the Grant in 1 858

The Pueblo asserts that the 1 8 5 8 Congressional confirmation of its grant, as it was reported to
Congress by the Surveyor General in 1 856, is determinative of its rights. This assertion was not
addressed in the Tarr Opin ion, perhaps because it was not pressed by the Pueblo in the mid1 9 80s, but i t merits discussion here.
The Act of December 22, 1 8 5 8, 1 1 Stat. 3 74 , confirmed the land grant claims of various I ndian
Pueblos and Span ish towns. It provided that the designated Pueblo land claims in the Territory
of New Mexico, incl uding that of the Pueblo of Sandia,
[as r]eported upon favorably by the said surveyor-general, on the thirtieth of November,
eighteen hundred and fifty-six . . . are hereby confirmed; and the Commissioner of the
Land-Office shal l issue the necessary instructions for the survey of all of said claims, as
recommended for confirmation by the said surveyor-general, and shall cause a patent to
issue therefor as in ordinary cases to private individuals: Provided, That this confirmation
shall only be construed as a relinquishment of all title and claim of the United States to
20

The area claimed by the Pueblo between the western foothill and the mountain crest
has not been the subject of quiet tit le litigation. Tiie Attorney General did not include that area in
the Abousleman suit because it was considered part of the Manzano Forest Reserve.
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any of said lands , and shall not affect any adverse val i_ d rights , shou ld such exist.
1 1 Stat. 3 74. The November 3 0 , 1 8 56 report of the Surve y or General was submitted to Con g ress
by the Secretary of the Interior on Janu ary 1 6, 1 85 7 . Exec. Doc . No. 36, H . Rep. , 34 th Cong. , 3d
Sess. That report contains both the orig inal Spanish and the English translations of various
S panish documents, includin g those pertaining to "Claim No . 1 6-Pueblo of Sandia." The
Spanish restatement of the Act of Possession signed by Bustamante , and its English translation.
as the y ap pear in the re port , contain a metes and bounds descri p tion of the Sandia Pueblo Grant
which Dr. Hordes re p orts had been altered from the original, although the alterations did not
chan g e the phrase denoting the eastern boundary of the grant. As noted earl ier, Hordes does
dispute Whiting ' s translation "and on the east the main ridg e called Sandia. " 2 1
The Pueblo ar g ues that Congress ' 1858 confirmation of its land g rant , as re p orted by the
S urveyor General, established its vested property right in those lands , includ ing an eastern
boundary located on the mountain crest. Thus, the Pueblo argues, the debates among historians
on the p roper inte rp retation and translation of the Spanish grant documents are irrelevant. The
Pueblo re l ies on Tamel i n g v. United States Freehold & Emigration Co . , 93 U.S. 644 ( 1 876 ) , and
United States v. Conway . 1 75 U.S. 60 ( 1 899). In Tam eling , the Court discussed the Survey or
General Act of 1 8 54 and the subsequent confirmation by Congress at great len gth, stating that
The final action on each claim reserved to Con g ress is , of course, conclusive, and
therefore not s·u bj ect to review in this or any other forum . . . .
I t is obviously not the duty of this court to sit in j ud g ment upon either the recital of the
matters of fact by the survey or g eneral , or his decision declaring the validi ty of the grant.
They are embodied in his report , which was laid before Congress for its consideration and
act ion . . .
Con g ress acted u po n the claim "as recommended for confirmation by the
survey or-g eneral . " The confirmation being absolute and unconditional , without
any l imitation as to quanti ty , we must regard it as effectual and operative for the
entire tract . . .
The phraseology of the confirmato ry act is , in our opinion , explicit and uneq uivocal.
93 U . S. at 662-63. See also Astiaz.aran v. Santa Rita Land & Minin g Co. , 1 48 U.S. 80 , 82
( 1 893 ) ; Ainsa v. New Mexico & A.R. Co. , 1 75 U .S. 76 , 86 ( 1 8 99 ) ; Russell v. Maxwell Land
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None of the interested parties who made their views known before the Tarr Op inon
was iss ued raised a q uestion about the p rop er transt"ation of the eastern boundary call . The
Sandia Mountain Coalition did dispute the re levance of the Pue b l o ' s rel iance on the phrase,
"main ridge", viewing it as a mere directiona l reference. 96 I.D. at 340-4 1 . This was addressed
above in Section IV .A.
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Grant Co., 1 5 8 U.S . 25 3 , 25 5 ( 1 895).
The propositio n that confirmation acts by Congress are not subj ect to judicial rev iew extends
even to circumstances suggesting errors were made in surveys of the grant being confirmed . I n
Con way the Court noted:
It is possible that the surveyor general , in recommending the grant of four square leagues
to each pueblo, measured from the church as a centre, allowed more than was proper; yet,
as he acted according to the opinion at one time prevailing, and as Congress confirmed
the grant to that amount, the propriety of such grant cannot be attacked here upon that or
any other ground.
1 75 U . S . at 68-69. Modem Tenth Circuit precedent has recognized and fol l owed this l ine of
S upreme Court cases. See. e.g. , Sanchez v . Tay lor. 377 F.2d 73 3 , 73 7 ( ] 0th Cir. 1 967);
M ondragon v. Te norio, 554 F.2d 423 , 424 ( 1 0th C ir. 1 977) ("the act of confirmation . . . was a
final pronouncement as to tit le and the nature of the Grant").
I t is not entire l y cl ear what Congress was confirming in 1 8 5 8 regard i ng the easte� b�undary . ln
l ight of (a) the existing evidence that alterations were made to the origina l grant and (b)
disagreements among historians regarding both the accuracy of the translation used i n the re port,
and the intent of the Spanish authorities in making the original grant, I am uncomfortabl e simply
accepting the Pueb lo's argument that Congress' intent was clear regarding the extent of the
original grant . At the same time, as noted in Section I I I , above, my analysis of the 1 85 8 statute
and related legislation must be informed by the canon of construction that �atutes enacted for the
benefit of Indians are to be liberall y construed, with doubtful expressions to be resolved in their
favor.
The purpose of Congress in 1 85 8 was to confirm the private property rights granted to the
various Pueblos by the S panish government, thereby giving them the interests to which they were
entitled under both Spanish and American l aw. See. e.g. , Astiaz.aran v. Santa Rita Land &
Mining Co ., 1 4 8 U . S . at 8 1 -82; Sanchez V . Taylor. 3 77 F.2d at 73 6-73 7. To give effect to such
congressional intent, I must investigate al l the evidence that has been accumulated pertaining to
the original Spanish grant to Sandia Pueblo in order to determine exactly what the Pueblo
received. That is what I have done in the earlier parts of this Opinion. I believe, based on that
examination, that the preponderance of the evidence shows that the grant of the Spanish Crown
to the Pueblo extended to the mountain crest on the east.
Considering all the evidence in this very large record, I conclude that Congress intended to
confirm that boundary when it enacted the 1 8 5 8 statute confirming the Pueblo's claim in reliance
on the S urveyor General ' s report. I find the language of the Whiting translation referring to the
main ridge to be substantial evidence of such Congressional intent, but I do not rely solely on that
l anguage. Rather, I rely on my thorough reevaluation of the historical record, bolstered by
appl ication of the canon of construction that ambiguities or doubts regarding such intent are to be
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resolved in favor of the Pueblo.

IX. The Pueblo's I naction
In its "Background" section, the Tarr Opi nion noted that the Pueblo has not taken advantage of
several opportunities provided by Congress over the past century to resolve its claim to this area.
See 96 J.D. at 3 38-39. Later on, the Opinion said that the Pueblo' s failure to assert its clai m ih
any of these forums or, apparently, anywhere else until 1 983 we ighed heavily in the Opinion ' s
conclusion t o rej ect the claim. Id. at 3 55-5 7 . Specifically : "The silence o f the Pueblo i n l ight of
this considerable activity and active dispute concerning pueblo land s is a rather troubling and
significant piece of circumstantial evidence that the Pueblo did not historical l y be lieve that an
error had been made in the C lements survey. " Id. at 357; see Alfil? i d . at 3 5 5 ( the Pue b lo ' s
"failure t o chall enge the patent until 1 983 . . . i s the most tro u bling circumstantial e v idence
invol ving this claim") .
Upon reexamination, I believe the Tarr Opinion somewhat overstated the avai labi l ity of other
fora to resolve these claims. The Court of Private Land Claims created by Congress in 1 89 1 (26
Stat. 854) was authorized to hear petitions from persons in New Mexico (among other areas) who
claimed lands "by virtue of any S panish or Mexican grant . . . which . . . have [sic] not been
confirmed by act of Congress . . . . " Id. at 856. Some Indian Pueblos fi led claims in this Court
based on land grant pu�chases which had not been previously confirmed by Con gress, see, e.g. ,
Pueblo of Santa Ana v. United States, No. 1 5 7 (claim to the El Ranchito Grant) . The Sandia . ·.
Pueblo 's grant had been previously confirmed by Congress, however; the only question is where
its eastern boundary is located. Therefore, it is not at all clear that the Court would have had ,,
j uri sdiction to entertain a Sandia Pueblo claim that the boundary had been improperly located.
More important, there is room for considerable doubt whether the Indians of the Sandia Pueblo
were on notice by the 1 890s that a c l aim existed as to the location of its e astern boundary. The
statement in the Tarr Opinion that after the issuance of the 1 864 patent to the Pueblo "t h e
claimed area continued to b e in pub lic land status" (96 I.D. at 3 3 7) i s best interpreted as a legal
conclusion rather than a statement of fact. I am aware of no homesteads or mining c laims being
filed between the western foothill and the mountain crest in the 1 9 1h century . The Indians
conti nued to use that area in their traditional manner, and there is no evidence of any confl ict on
the ground with any other land use at that time. Unl ike many other parts of New Mexico, there
were no other competing Spanish or Mexican land grants in this area. See Uni ted States v.
Thompson, 94 1 F .2d 1 074, l 076 ( l 0th Cir. 1 99 1 ), cert. denied 5 03 U . S . 984 ( 1 992) .
The Tarr Opinion' s characterization of the Pueblo Lands Board under the Pueblo Lands Act of
1 924, 43 Stat. 636, is incorrect. It asserted that "the Pueblo of Sandia asked the United S tates to
bring suit before the Pueblo Lands Board against several private claimants . . . . " 96 I . D . at 3 3 8 ;
see also 96 I .D. at 3 56 . The Act did not authorize the Indian Pueblos to bring claims before the
board, but rather "was intended only to obl i ge non-Indians to prove claims to Pueblo land," and
provided that "Pueblos could only file suit in response to claims made against them by non24

Indians." Pueblo of Santa Ana v. Ba� 844 F.2d 708, 709 ( 1 0th C ir. 1 988). The process -
involvi n g an investigation and report by the Pueblo Lands Board and subsequent quiet title
litigation brought by the United States in its capacity of trustee for the Indians - was intended to
resolve all c l aims of non-Indians within a Pueblo ' s land grant.
Al l of the non-Indian c l aims to land in the Sand ia Pueblo grant fi l ed under this Act invol ved
irrigated l ands near the Rio Grande adjacent to the Towns of Bernal i l lo and A l ameda. No c l aims
were
filed by non-Ind ians in the eastern part of the grant, either in the disputed area between the
.
western foothill and the mountain crest, or in the southeastern wedge. As a resul t, the Pueblo
Lands Board's report on the Sandia Pueblo Grant focused on the bottomlands along the river.
The 1 924 Act provided no process or remedy for the P ueblo to assert a claim against the United
States for the lands it now claims were unlawful ly excl uded from its grant.
The Tarr Opinion correctly pointed out that the Indian Claims Commission Act of 1 946 ([CCA)
authorized suits by tribes against the United States before the Indian Claims Commission (I CC),
and that the Pueblo of Sandia did not file a claim before the ICC regarding its eastern boundary .
96 I.D. at 338-39. A possible explanation for the Pueblo's failure is t hat the ICCA's limited
waiver of. sovereign immunity gave the ICC authority only to award damages against the United
States, and not to adjudicate title to lands claimed by federaJ agencies. I have recently described
how other tribes seeking to recover land they thought had been improperly excluded from their
reservations ultimately_ sought relief directly from the executive branch. See Boundary Dispute
between Santa Ana Pueblo and San Fel ipe Pueblo. M-3 7000 (Dec. 5, 2000) at p. 1 1 (recounting
how the .Yakima (now Yakama) Tribe obtained relief from the U . S . Attorney General to resurvey
lands in a national forest to regain lands unlawfully treated as publ ic lands ,as a result of an
erroneous survey); see also 42 Op.Atty. Gen. 44 1 ( 1 9 72).
Although it is unclear when the Pueblo was put on actual notice of the adverse claim of the
federal government to this area, 22 it seems highly p robable that the proclamation of the Manzano
Forest Reserve in 1 906 (which included in the national forest the area between the western
foothill and the mountain crest), the dependent resurvey in 1 9 1 4, and the Pueblo Lands Board
process in the 1 920s, all individually or collectively provided the Pueblo with notice that the
United States believed the Pueblo's eastern boundary was along the western foothill , not the
mountain crest. The Tarr Opinion discussed evidence of Pueblo knowledge of, and apparent
acquiescence in, the assertion of title by the United States to this area. See 96 I.D. at 35 5 -56.
This kind of evidence would seem adequate to bar assertion of a claim that is subject to a typical
statute of limitations triggered by knowledge of the existence of a claim. B ut statutes of
22

The Tarr Opinion concluded the evidence .. suggests strongly" that the Pueblo had
notice since the 1 860s, because the stones with the crosses etched into them that Clements used
to mark what became the northeast and southeast boundaries are sti ll in existence . 96 I .D . at 3 5 5 .
The adverb "strong ly" seems t o put too much freight o n relativ.ely slig ht evidence, given the
ambiguities recounted earlier about the Clements survey.
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limitations on the fi ling of Indian claims before adj udicatory bodies are not appli cable to the
exercise of the Secretary ' s survey authority over I ndian reservations. See Boundary Dispute, M ·
37000 (December 5 , 2000).
The Tarr Opinion viewed this inaction and "apparent acquiescence" by the Pueblo as " the most
troubling circwnstantial evidence" undermining the factual merits of the Pueblo' s claim;·
considering, among other things, "the fact that the Pueblo revered that area as one of deep
cultural and religious sig nificance to its members." 96 I.D. at 3 5 5 .
U s ing th e Pueblo's inaction as a ground fo r rejecting its legal claim in these circumstances seems
questionable at best. For one thing, the Tarr Opinion implicitly suggested that it is appropriate
for the United States as trustee to fault the trust beneficiary (the Pueblo) for failing to petition the
trustee to recover property the beneficiary now believes the trustee wrongfully took from it. I
believe the better approach is found in Attorney General Bel l ' s observation, in addressing a
boundary i ssue involving the U. S . Forest Service and the Pueblo o f Taos, that the United States
as trustee has the responsibility to "determin [e] the geographical extent of that trust." 43
Op.Atty .Gen. 1 30, 1 37 ( 1 978).
Equally important, the Pueblo ' s claim here is not based primari l y on long-term customary and
traditional use of this area, as are some other I ndian claims. If it were, then the Tarr Opinion
woul d be on much more sol i d ground in rely i ng on the Tribe ' s inaction or acquiescence. Here,
by contrast, the Pueblo ' s c laim is more conventionally legal, rather than factual , in c harac_ter.
That is, it is based on the language of the Spanish land grant documents, and the record
surrounding congressional confirmation of the Pueblo' s claim in 1 85 8 .
In these circumstances, the cooperation of the Pueblo with federal officials over past decades to
i nsure that its members had access to the mountain for traditional and ceremonial uses is not an
informed, l egally si gni ficant admission of lack of ownership. Indeed, the Pueblo ' s continued use
of the area between the western foothill and the mountain crest for such purposes is evidence of
its continued propriety interest in the area.

X. The National Forest Reseniation and Wilderness Designation
As noted earlier, the area between the western foothill and the mountain crest has for nearly a
century been administered as part of the national forest system. Moreover, most of it was
inc luded in the Sandia Mountain Wilderness designated by Section 2(g) of the Endangered
Wilderness Act of 1 978. 92 Stat. 40 . This section addresses the legal significance of these
actions.
In 1 906, President Theodore Roosevel t included _the entire area between the western foothill and
the mountain crest in the Manz.a.no Forest Preserve (now Cibola National Forest). The President
exer�ised authority given him by Congress in Section 24 of the Act of March 3 , 1 8 9 1 , 26 Stal
1 1 03 , which authorized the President to reserve "public lands" as forest reservations. According
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to section 1 0 of that Act, its provisions did not apply to Indian lands. 26 Stat. 1 099. As
discussed earlier, Congress in 1 858 confinned the title of the Pueblo of Sandia to i ts 1 748
Spanish land grant. The dispute is over the exact meaning of this congressional action. I f it is
determined that Congress confirmed the eastern bo undary of that grant as the mountain crest and
not the western foothill, then the land was Indian land in 1 906 and could not lawfully have been
included in the forest reservation by the President. This distinguishes this case from United
States v. Gemmill, 5 3 5 F.2d 1 1 45 (9th Cir. 1 976), where an Indian unsuccessfully claimed that
aboriginal Indian occup ancy rights had been unlawfully taken by inclusion of the lands in the
national forest system. Aboriginal Indian occupancy rights are not what is called recognized
Indi an title, and are not protected by the Fifth Amendment. See Tee•Hit-Ton Indians v. United
States, 348 U.S. 272 ( 1 955), Gemmill. 53 5 F.2d at 1 1 47. By contrast, the Sandia Pueblo claim
involving the location of its eastern boundary is, if established, a vested property right.
The Sandia Mountain Wi lderness designated by Congress in 1 978 referred to a Forest Service
map which clearly included most of the claim area within its boundaries. The legislation states :
In furtherance of the purposes of the Wilderness Act, the fo l lowing lands ( . . . ), as
general ly depicted on maps appropriatel y referenced, dated January 1 978, are hereby
desi g nated as wilderness and therefore, as components of the National Wi lderness
Preservation System . . .
(g). certain lands in Cibola National Forest, New Mexico, which comprise about
thirty thousand nine hundred and thirty acres, are generally d_epicted on a map entitled
"Sandia Mountain Wilderness Area (North and South Units)-- Proposed", and shall be
known as the Sandia Mountain Wilderness . . . .
92 Stat. 42. The map on which Congress relied was a small-scale Forest Service depiction of the
general area. S. Rep. N o. 95 -490 (9 5 1h Cong. l 11. Sess. ) at 40 ( 1 978). It provides an insufficient
basis for laying a survey l ine, but the designated area unquestionably overlaps approximately 80
percent of the acreage which I have concl uded is part of the Sandia Pueblo grant.
Section 6 of the Act provides:
As soon as practicable after the enactment o f this Act, a map and a legal description of
each wilderness area shall be filed with the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
of the United States Senate and the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of the
United States House of Representatives, and each such map and description shall have the
same force and effect as if included in this Act: Provided, That correction of c l erical and
typographical errors in each such legal description and map may be made . . . .
92 Stat. 44. Because there is l ittle doubt that the 'Con g ress knowingly included the claim area in
the Sandia Mountains Wilderness, the proviso in S_ection 6 authorizing the correction of "clerical
and typographical errors" cannot be stretched to justify excluding the 8000 acres of land between
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the western foothill and the mountain crest.
On the other hand, I think it is not appropriate to treat this congressional designation as intend ing
to effect a taking of the Pueblo ' s property rights. While it is clear that Congress in 1 978 assumed
that these lands were national forest lands, it is a central tenet of federal Indian law that
"congressional intent to extinguish Indian title must be 'plain and unambiguous ' and will not be
' li ghtly implied. "' County of Oneida v . Oneida Indian Nation, 4 70 U.S. 226, 24 7-48 ( l 985J;
citing United States v. Santa Fe Pac. R.Co., 3 1 4 U.S. 3 3 9, 346, 3 S4 ( 1 94 1 ). Here such a plain
intent to extinguish Indian title cannot be found . For o ne thing, wi lderness designation generally
refers to land use, not title, and rather frequently non-federal inholdi ngs are found within the
boundaries of wi lderness areas Congress has designated . Further, section S of the Wilderness
Act subjects administration of wi lderness· areas to "valid existing rights."
The U.S. Attorney General has previously had occasion to address the authority 9f the executiv e
in similar circumstances. Specifically, in 1 972 Attorney General Mitchell addressed a boundary
claim of the Yakima (now Yakama) Tribe in Washington State to part of what was a national
forest. As with Sandia, the area had been designated by Congress as part of a wilderness area
(the Mount Adams Wil derness Area) pursuant to the Wi l derness Act. The Attorney General
observed:
Since the land in question here h as not been ' taken' by the United States within the
meaning of the Fifth Amendment, it can be restored to the Tribe by Executive action.
This ·can be accompl ished by Executive order, pursuant to 1 6 U.S .C. 473. Alternatively,
the Secretary of Agriculture can direct th e Forest Service to surrentler possession to the
Tribe. The fact that a portion of the land is now treated as a wi lderness area does not
affect the question of restoration. Although validly designated wilderness areas can only
be changed with Congressional consent ( 1 6 U.S .C. § 1 1 3 1 ), the foregoing princ iples
[ disfavoring unintentional takings of property rights J preclude application of that
l imitation here, where the land should never have been designated a wilderness area in the
first place .
42 Op.Atty .Gen. 44 1 , 452 ( 1 972).
XI. Righ ts of Third Pa rties
In its Federal Register notice of December 5, 2000, the Department noted that its reconsiderati on
of the Sandia boundary matter would not affect the title to any land held by private landowners i n
the area. The Secretary's resurvey authority is expressly l imited b y statute so that i t may not be
used to impair the rights and titles of good faith purchasers of public l ands who may be affected
by any resurvey :
The Secretary of the Interior may . . . in his. discretion cause to be made . . . such
resurveys or retracements of the surveys of public lands as, after full investigation,
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he may deem essential ·to properly mark the boundaries of the public lands
remaining undisposed of: Provided, That no such resurvey or retracement shall be
so executed as to impair the bona fide rights or claims of any claimant en tryman,
or owner of lands affected by such resurvey or retracement.
43 U.S.C. § 7 72 (emph asis added); see also Cragin v. Powell. 1 2 8 U. S . 69 1 ( 1 888). Thus. it is
clear that this decision cannot affect any "rights . . . of any . . . owner ·of lands" within the
Pueblo's claim area.
The discussion in this subsection is limited to the particular situation of the Tram Company' s
Special Use Permit (SUP) within the area between the western foothill and the mountain crest.
The attorney for the Sandia Peak Tram Company responded to the Federal Register notice by
providing a legal analysis of this issue by letter d�ted January 4, 200 1 . The U. S . Forest Service
issued the SUP to the Tram Company on December 1 , 1 993 . The SUP covers 99 1 acres
(although we have no infonnation on how many of those acres are within the claim area) and
expires on December I , 2033. It was issue� unde r the authority of the National Ski Area Penn it
Act of 1 986, 1 6 U.S.C. § 497b, for "the use and occupancy of suitab le l ands within. the National
Forest System for nordic and alpine skiing operations and purposes." 1 6 U . S .C. § 497b(b)
(emphasis added) . The SUP is a "term perm it" under the Forest Service ' s regulations. See 3 6
C.F.R. § 25 1 . 5 1 . A "term pennit" is defined as " a special use authorization t o occupy an d use
National Forest Syste11_1 land, other than rights-of-way . . . for a special period which is both
revocable and compensable according to its tenns ." Id. The SUP is also subject "to all
outstanding valid rights," see 3 6 C.F.R. § 25 l .5 5(c), wb.ich qualification is also found in the SUP ·
itself.
The Tram Company contends .that the lands encompassed by the SUP should : ( 1 ) be excl uded
from any resurvey, (2) remain subject to Forest Service administration, and (3 ) be considered
outside the boundaries of the Pueblo of Sandia for all purposes. It argues it is protected by 43
U.S.C. § 772 because, as the holder of the S UP, it should be considered as a "claimant, entryman,
or owner of lands. " It cites Metropolitan Water Dist. of Southern California v. United States,
628 F. Supp. 1 0 1 8 (S.D. Cal . 1 9 86), remanded on jurisdictional grounds, 830 F.2d 1 3 9 '(9th Cir.
1987). aff d by an egually divided CoY!!, 490 U.S. 920 ( 1 98 9) (MWD), in support of its position.
I n � the district court found the words "any claimant" in 43 U . S . C . § 772 indicated that
"Congress intended to protect the entire spectrum of rights of cl aimants that might be affected by
a l and resurvey. " ,UL at 1 022. The court held the language to encompass water ri g hts whic h
might be affected by a resurvey, including those held by MWD in a contract with the Department
of the Interior. Id. at 1 022-23 .
The Tram Company' s argument that the rights it holds in its SUP may well be in line with the
statut�. I am, however, rel uctant to resolve the question, because the issue of what rights a SUP
conveys is a question for the U . S . Forest Service· arid its lawyers in the Department of Agriculture
to resolve, in accordance with the laws and regulations that it is charged with administering.
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While a resurvey may not affect the rights enumerated in the statute, and the Tram Company ' s
SUP may be included i n those rights, the Tram Company goes too far i n suggesting that because
its ri ghts may be affected, the lands encompassed by its pennit should be excluded from the
resurvey . A resurvey is merely an administrative action. In the event the Department resurveys
the eastern boundary of the Sandia Pueblo Grant, it would do so in the same manner discussed in
Boundary Dispute Between Santa Ana and San Felipe Pueblos (December 5 , 2000), p. 4 , n.7
· ,.
("The acceptance of a resurvey establishes a new boundary except where the resurveyed
boundary conflicts with private property righ ts. ") ; p. 8 (quoting Lane v. Darlington, 249 U . S .
3 3 1 , 333 ( 1 9 1 9) ("So long as United States has not conveyed its land it i s entitled to survey and
resurvey what it owns . . . the only l imit being that w hat it thus does for its own information
cannot affect the ri ghts of owners on the othe r s ide of the line already existing in theory of law.");
p. 1 3 (noting that Department is not seeking to redraw boundaries of Indian reservations, but
merely to use its survey authority to define more accurntely what the boundaries are); see also 65
Fed. Reg . at 773 8 6.
In other words, a mere resurvey pursuant to 43 U . S .C. § 772 cannot affect permittees such as the
Tram Company . This conclusion is compelled by the plain language of the statute. See also
United States v. Doyle, 468 F.2d 63 3 , 636 ( 1 0th Cir. 1 972); Greene v. United States, 274 F . 1 4 5 .
1 5 1 -52 (5th C i r. 192 1 ), aff'd, 260 U . S. 662 ( 1 923 ) . The fact that a private party has a claim or
interest in lands in the area does not prevent the Secretary from conducting a survey . See Lane v.
Darli ngton, 249 U . S. 33 1 , 3 33 ( 1 9 1 9): United States v. Reimann, 504 F .2d 1 3 5 , 138 ( 1 0th C ir.
1 974) (citing Lane); but see MWD, supra, 628 F. Supp. 1 0 1 8, 1 023 (S. D. Cal. 1986), remanded
on other grounds, 8309 F . 2d 1 3 9 (9th Cir. 1987), aff d bv an equally divided Court, 490 U .S : 920
( 1 989) .
I note that the Pueblo of Sandia, by Resolution No. 97-44, has agree d not to claim any right to the
interests owned by the Tram Company or to assert taxation authority over these interests, should
the resurvey extend the eastern boundary to the crest of the Sandia Mountains. However, this
action by the Pueblo does not resolve how the Department and the Forest Service will decide to
handle the myriad issues that might arise after a resurvey . I expect that, before a resurvey is
performed consistent with this Opinion, the Forest Service, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the
Pueblo will address these issues, and if necessary, consult this Office further if they have any
questions.

XI ] . Conclus ion and I m plem entation of this Opinion
For the reasons expressed above, I conclude that the evidence clearly shows that the Clements
�µ!:"ey of the eastern boundary of the Pueblo of Sandia' s land grant was erroneous and should be
set aside and, if necessary, a resurvey should be conducted.
As noted at the beginning of this Opinion, the United States has negotiated and executed a
settlement of the Pueblo ' s claim regarding its east�rn boundary with the Pueblo and the Tram
Company. That settlement binds all three parties (with a limited opt-out clause) until November
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1 5, 2002 , during which time Congress will have an opportunity to legislate the settlement and
make it permanent.
Because the possibility is at hand to achieve a permanent settlement that would avoid the need
for a resurvey and further protracted litigation, there is no reason to move forward now with the
resurvey of the Pueblo ' s eastern boundary. Until further notice, therefore, the D ivision of
Cadastral Survey of the Bureau of Land Management will not be asked to implement the
conclusion of this Opinion.
In the meantime, until such time as a resurvey is initiated, completed, and further decisions are
made as result of it, the management authorities and responsibilities of the Forest Service and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs should continue unaffected by this Opinion.
This Opinion was prepared with the substantial assistance of Tim Vol lmann, Acting Associate
Soiicitor for Indian Affairs, Suzanne Schaeffer, Assistant Solicitor for Environment, Land &
Minerals, Angela Kel sey and David Moran, attorneys in the Branch of Environment, Land &
Minerals in the Division of Indian Affairs, Honors Program attorneys Kevin Tanaka and Jennifer
Frozena, and Southwest Region attorneys Michael Sch
s ler and Melanie Patten.

I concur in this Opinion

JAN 1 9 2001
Secretary of the Interior

Date
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